NANYANG TECHNOLOGICAL UNIVERSITY
School of Civil and Environmental Engineering

Recommended Textbooks and References for
Maritime Studies, AY2019 - 2020

FIRST YEAR

MT1001  MATHEMATICS I FOR MARITIME STUDIES

Text

Reference

MT1002  INTRODUCTION TO MARITIME INDUSTRY

Text
To be decided by course lecturer

Reference

MT1003  TRADE PRACTICE AND INCOTERMS/TRANSPORT LIABILITY AND INCO TERMS

Text
To be decided by course lecturers.

References

MT0001  SHIPPING AND THE ENVIRONMENT / MARITIME TECHNOLOGY II

Text
To be decided by course lecturer

Reference
To be decided by course lecturer

MT1004  INTRODUCTION TO METEROLOGY AND OCEANOGRAPHY / MARITIME SCIENCE 1

Text
To be decided by course lecturer

References
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SECOND YEAR

MT2002 SHIPPIING ECONOMICS

Text

Reference
To be decided by course lecturers

MT2003 MARITIME TECHNOLOGY I / MARITIME TECHNOLOGY

Text
To be decided by course lecturer

Reference
To be decided by course lecturer

MT2004 MATHEMATICS II FOR MARITIME STUDIES

Text

References

MT2005 PORT ECONOMICS

Text
To be decided by course lecturer

Reference

MT2006 REGULATORY FRAMEWORK OF SHIPPING / INTERNATIONAL FRAMEWORK OF SHIPPING

Text
To be decided by course lecturer

Reference
To be decided by course lecturer

THIRD YEAR

MT0002 PROFESSIONALS IN SOCIETY / MARITIME PROFESSIONALS IN SOCIETY

Text
To be decided by course lecturer

Reference
To be decided by course lecturer
MT3001  MARITIME LAW
Text   To be decided by course lecturer
Reference To be decided by course lecturer

MT3002  INTRODUCTION TO MARINE INSURANCE
Text   To be decided by course lecturer
Reference To be decided by course lecturer

MT3003  ORGANISATION OF A SHIP OWNING ENTITY
Text   To be decided by course lecturer
Reference To be decided by course lecturer

MT3004  SHIPPING MANAGEMENT
Text   To be decided by course lecturer
Reference To be decided by course lecturer

MT3005  QUALITY MANAGEMENT IN SHIPPING

References:


OCIMF, Tanker Management and Self Assessment-a best practice guide for ship operators.

Evans, J. R and Lindsay, W. M . 2011, *The Management and Control of Quality*, 8th edn, South-Western Thomson Learning, Australia.
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MT3006  SHIP CHARTERING
Text  To be decided by course lecturer

References:


FOURTH YEAR & PRESCRIBED ELECTIVE

MT4001  SHIPPING LOGISTICS


MT4002  ESSENTIALS OF PROJECT MANAGEMENT


MT4003  MARITIME STRATEGY
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MT4101  INTERMODEL TRANSPORTATION

Text  Nil

References


MT4102  DISTRIBUTION AND WAREHOUSING

Text  To be decided by course lecturers

Reference  To be decided by course lecturers

MT4103  PORT PLANNING AND OPERATIONS

Text  Nil

References


Bennett, Larry. Admiralty list of radio signals. Vol. 6, part 1, Pilot services, vessel traffic services and port operations: United Kingdom and Ireland (including European channel ports) [2005/06 ed.].
